
Customer 
Communications Manager
Personal communications that delight customers and boost operations

Today’s customers are looking for organisations that leverage various 

channels of communication to interact with them on a clearer, more 

personalised level than ever before. Meeting those expectations can be 

difficult, especially if information is scattered across multiple systems in 

your organisation. 

Kofax Customer Communications Manager (CCM) from Lexmark helps 

you produce and manage customised correspondence across channels, 

including email, print and online formats. This makes it easy to improve 

efficiency and build customer loyalty.

Make it personal

When customer correspondence is generated across multiple 

departments and with varying data, communications can be inconsistent 

and impersonal. And when your communications fail to meet customer 

needs, they grow frustrated and dissatisfied. 

CCM generates dynamically individualised documents in record time. 

With built-in templates and increased visibility, provide consistent, yet 

tailored, correspondence across your organisation. You’ll be able to 

provide direct, effective responses and cater to customer preferences.   

 “Kofax Customer Communications Manager 
helps us to engage more effectively with 
customers and guarantee a high standard 
of communication that keeps them 
informed and satisfied.”
Project Manager
European insurance company who specialises in legal assistance, 
managing more than 100,000 cases every year

Drive efficiency up and costs down

The success of your operations relies on the speed 

and efficiency with which your employees can deliver 

information. With CCM, they can automatically pull data 

together and generate personalised communications 

in an instant. It requires little to no effort from your IT 

department, saves your organisation time and allows you 

to react to requests sooner. Employees are able to do more 

value-added work, and increased automation cuts down 

on the costs of paper, print and postage.

Bring information out of hiding

When information is trapped in disparate systems across 

your enterprise, employees and customers can find it 

challenging to access the information that they need.  

CCM unites your systems, unlocks the data hiding in your 

existing applications and automates communication 

processes. That makes it easy to provide correct, timely 

information that customers can count on, as well as react 

to new or changing requests without delay.

One system, ALL communications

CCM is unlike other solutions in that it provides a single 

platform for all three types of customer correspondence: 

batch, on-demand and interactive. These communications 

differ in how they’re triggered, run and delivered. That’s 

why most solutions only address the challenges associated 

with one type. But CCM can handle all three, allowing you 

to optimise customer correspondence across the board.



Avoid costly fines and penalties

Non-compliant communications with your customers can 

result in fines and penalties, as well as loss in customer trust.

CCM allows you to create documents with defined standards 

to ensure adherence to compliance. As regulations change, 

it’s easy to make updates to your correspondence workflows 

and templates. Moreover, automatic archival makes it easy 

track past communications and conduct audits.

Features to boost communications

 } Central repository: Access all templates and building 

blocks in a single database that tracks changes

 } On-demand composition: Produce documents in real-time 

based on application data 

 } Industry standard authoring tools: Use standard word 

processing applications

 } Browser-based interactive composition: Select elements 

and enter data not available from an application

 } Text block management and review: Manage, move, 

reuse and preview text blocks

 } Multi-branding: Update style and brand information, and 

use a single template to support all brands 

 } Multi-channel communications: Provide various options 

for multi-channel correspondence 

The Lexmark advantage

Lexmark has decades of experience with building 

technologies that unite and transform systems. As a result, 

our solutions have the power to extend the value of your 

current investments and transform your processes through 

seamless integration and increased flexibility.  

We know that no two organisations are alike, so we’ll work 

with you to determine where you are today and where you 

want to be tomorrow. Then, we’ll develop a strategy to get 

you there, working with you every step of the way.

Superb technology. Proven industry expertise. Service 

beyond compare. That’s the Lexmark advantage. Open the 

possibilities at lexmark.com.

Customer Communications Manager in action

Building strong communications 

Sally Moon works in the HR department at ACME Company and is 

reviewing an application of a potential future employee, John Scott.

Signatures made easy 

John reviews the contract on his tablet and sends remarks back to 

Sally, who makes the changes and sends a new version to John.

Sally opens the Human Resource Management System 
(HRMS) and enters John’s basic information.

John reviews the latest revisions and electronically 
signs the contract.

She then initiates the creation of the Contract of 
Employment letter. All standard text blocks are 
automatically filled, including job description, address 
of workplace, salary, holiday entitlement and others. 

Once Sally receives the signed contract, it is 
automatically saved in the HRMS, and she 
begins the onboarding process. 

Sally can select any optional clauses and text blocks 
that are specific to John’s role and contract. 

Sally initiates creation of the New IT Equipment 
form. She can see pre-populated information from 
the HRMS and selects which equipment is required 
for John.

A digital copy of the contract is saved to the 
HRMS and a PDF version is emailed to John. 

Next, she personalises the information according to the 
job position, and a preview of the employment contract 
is presented to her for final review.

Sally reviews the form and sends it to 
the IT department so the equipment can 
be purchased.
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